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LETTER FROM THE CHAIR
Dear Delegates,
For those who don’t know me already, my name is Zamaan Qureshi, and I will be serving as the
chair of the United States Presidential Cabinet of Donald J. Trump in this conference. I’m really
excited to chair this committee, as this is my final H-MUN conference having founded this
organization in 2017. I follow both domestic American politics and global foreign relations,
closely and they are passions of mine. I’m a rising freshman in college, having graduated from
Hinsdale Central this past May. I’ll be studying International Relations and Political Science at
American University next year!
I’ve attended twelve high school Model UN conferences during High School and have an
unbroken award streak since sophomore year. I say this not to gloat, rather to demonstrate that I
have a lot of advanced Model UN experience and know what works and does not work when it
comes to creating effective crises and committees. I’ve designed this committee to function as a
fast-paced reaction to the Sahel Crises occurring across the south-central latitudes of Northern
Africa between the Atlantic Ocean and the Red Sea. This means you will only utilize directives
and crisis pads to carry out actions and achieve what you want.
I will serve as a moderator and chair and will weigh in only when necessary and will look to
move debate forward when I deem it necessary, but the vast majority of committee will be
driven by you, the delegates. You can do this through both the front room (debate) and the
back room (crisis pads).
This committee is also a Joint Crisis Committee (JCC) meaning that our committee will
function in conjugation with the JCC Nigerian Cabinet. Whatever actions are carried out in the
Nigerian Cabinet will affect the crises both directly and indirectly in our U.S. Cabinet.
It is critical that you are well-researched for this committee. This will make for more advanced
committee debate, more creative and effective pads, and ultimately a greater opportunity
You will be able to use crisis pads during this mock, and we encourage you to do so as this is a
good learning opportunity for those unfamiliar as to how pads function. We will discuss that
later on in the background guide. However, as you write your position paper, keep in mind that
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every delegate is starting from the same position in terms of power. You may receive different
personal powers on the day of the mock, but this should not affect your research and
preparation.
Do not spend all your time on a well-developed position paper. You are all experienced enough
to know how to effectively write a position paper. It will help you a lot more to think of (and
start thinking of early) creative solutions to solving the issues in the Sahel. Everything will
always come back to the United States, however, as we are the Cabinet of the US. We must
come to solutions and operate under a framework where we can support our chosen allies the
best, but not to publicly medal in the affairs of another sovereign state.
Awards are Best Delegate, Outstanding Delegate, and Honorable mention. Feel free to reach out
with any further questions, my email is zamaan.hinsdalemun@gmail.com.
Good luck,

Zamaan Qureshi
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COMMITTEE POWERS
As the Cabinet of the United States, the
power vested in you requires that you advise
the president of the United States on all issues
from national security to the job market and
unemployment. This committee will have a
particular focus on the issues of the Sahel
region and the conflicts currently at play. Each
Cabinet member is vetted and appointed by the
president and confirmed by the Senate. Each
Cabinet member is responsible for their
specific agency or field. For the purposes of
this committee, however, every Cabinet
official has the ability to influence policy and
procedure of any department or discipline. For
example, for the purposes of this committee,
the Secretary of Energy will be able to
influence foreign policy during committee.
Every Cabinet official can impact foreign
policy through directives in the front room
and using your crisis pad in the backroom.
Article II, Section 2 of the United
States Constitution established the Cabinet to
advise the President on any/all subjects that the
President requires to fulfill the obligations and
duties of the office.
“President Donald J. Trump’s Cabinet
includes Vice President Mike Pence and the
heads of the 15 executive departments – the
Secretaries of Agriculture, Commerce,
Defense, Education, Energy, Health and
Human Services, Homeland Security, Housing
and Urban Development, Interior, Labor, State,

Transportation, Treasury, and Veterans Affairs,
and the Attorney General. Additionally, the
Cabinet includes the White House Chief of
Staff and heads of the Environmental
Protection Agency, Office of Management and
Budget, United States Trade Representative,
Central Intelligence Agency, Office of the
Director of National Intelligence, and Small
Business Administration.”1
The Cabinet does not have the power to
write and enforce laws. However, the Cabinet
does have a large influence over the policy that
the President implements. Directives will be
used to pass policy initiatives that the
President can then approve or refuse
depending on how he wants to shape policy.

1. https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-trump-administration/the-Cabinet/
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I.
THE SAHEL REGION
(AN OVERVIEW)
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CURRENT SITUATION
I. The Sahel Region (an overview)
The Sahel region of Africa is both
ethnically and religiously diverse as it is
geographically diverse. Different organizations
include different countries in the
encompassing region, but for the purposes of
this committee, we will make the more liberal
assumption that Mauritania, Senegal, Mali,
Niger, Burkina Faso, Nigeria, Chad, Sudan,
South Sudan, Eritrea, Gambia, Guinea, and
Cameroon are included. The Sahel region is
critically important because it borders the rest
of Africa from the Middle Eastern, Islamic
countries to the north. This is where conflict
has arisen, over the years, due in part to the
vast interaction of different kinds of people. A
commonly used measure to assess standard of
living around the globe used by the United
Nations Development Programme (UNDP) is
the Human Development Index (HDI). The
HDI is a summary measure of average
achievement in key dimensions of human
development: a long and healthy life, being
knowledgeable and having a decent standard
of living. Countries in the Sahel region rank
considerably lower on the rankings of
countries, according to the UNDP.
But over the past two decades, similar
problems have begun to plague many of the
same countries in the Sahel region. Climate
change, food insecurity, political conflicts,
terrorism, and the intervention of other nonstate actors. The United States mission in the

Sahel has changed depending on the
administration and has lacked importance in
the Trump administration who have opted to
tackle the issues of other regions.
In March of 2020, President Trump
appointed Dr. J. Peter Pham as Special Envoy
for the Sahel Region of Africa. The mission of
the Special Envoy is to “The Special Envoy
maximizes U.S. diplomatic efforts to address
the threat of Violent Extremist Organizations
(VEOs) in the Sahel and prevent the VEO
threat from extending into additional areas.
Through regular contact with regional leaders
and in collaboration with representatives of
partner nations and organizations, the Special
Envoy engages actively in support of
governance, political liberalization, economic
growth and development to achieve long-term
peace and stability in the region.”2
United States intervention has been
sporadic and limited over the past few
decades. U.S. administrations tended to focus
on issues that involved VEOs and other violent
non state actors that posed a threat to the U.S.
But the international community has started to
take more notice over the past decade as
violence has begun to spill over into the
region's more stable states. But wealthier,
European nations have started to pay more
attention as there is a large economic reliance
on resources available in the Sahel region.
According to the New York Times, “North

2. https://www.state.gov/bureaus-offices/under-secretary-for-political-affairs/bureau-of-african-affairs/office-of-the-specialenvoy-for-the-sahel-region-of-africa/
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CURRENT SITUATION (cont.)
According to the New York Times,
“North Africa provides energy security for
Europe with its vast oil and natural gas
deposits, along with maritime security in the
Mediterranean.”3
The issues plaguing the Sahel stem
from systemic issues that require more than
quick fixes and limited economic aid.
Governments have failed to enforce law or
quell threats from VEOs leaving vacuums that
have been filled by the Islamic State, Al
Qaeda, and Boko Haram as well as other non
state actors. While these militant groups have
been listed as terrorist organizations by the
U.S., some have provided temporary food and
economic relief to communities that have been
neglected by dictators.
Environmental issues, most especially
droughts, have caused food insecurity across
the region. However, governments and militant
groups alike have also found a way to
weaponize the lack of food to starve
populations of neighboring communities and
countries. While the best option to eradicating
famines is humanitarian aid, the conflicts in
South Sudan and Nigeria have made it
incredibly difficult to make inroads on
humanitarian aid as blockades and attacks on
U.N. humanitarian coveys have become more
frequent. Across Africa, U.N. conveys are now
escorted by armored military vehicles in an
attempt to deliver food and aid safely.

The United Nations continues to have a
much broader focus in the Sahel than the
United States who have shifted policy during
the Trump administration to more economic
development in the Sahel, rather than focusing
on humanitarian, relief, and democracy
building in the region.

3. https://www.nytimes.com/2013/03/08/opinion/global/the-sahel-is-the-latest-front-in-a-long-war.html
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II.
SUBTOPIC A:
COMBATTING
AFRICAN TERRORISM
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CURRENT SITUATION (cont.)
II. Subtopic A: Combatting African
Terrorism
To understand the United States mission in the
Sahel, it’s important first to understand what/
who they are fighting against.
Boko Haram
The Nigerian neo-Islamist terrorist group
named Boko Haram was founded in Northern
Nigeria in 2002 but didn’t become a
significant power until 2009. Mohammed
Yusuf, Boko Haram’s founder, started Boko
Haram in Maiduguri. He created a religious
education system that attracted many of
Nigeria’s poor Muslim population. While the
Nigerian government maintained a strong
presence in the southern part of the country, it
failed to take active counterterrorism
initiatives in the northern part of the country,
the mostly poorer, Muslim population. Yusuf
continually attacked the police and
government in his teachings which led to an
increase of participation from unemployed
youth. For the next seven years, Boko Haram
continued to draw more supporters and build
its reputation peacefully. The government
(continues on the next page)
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CURRENT SITUATION (cont.)
repeatedly ignored warnings that the group
appeared to be planning a violent uprising.
In 2008 the Nigerian government
finally caved to the warnings and sent out a
police force to investigate a potential operation
the group was planning. In July 2008, police
forces arrested nine Boko Haram members
who were working on a project codenamed
“Operation Flush”. The police confiscated
rifles and bomb-making items from the
members. After the arrests, widespread police
revenge riots occurred. In July 2009, a military
task-force was deployed and killed nearly 700
people, most of the Boko Haram members.
The military also left a large wake of
destruction, decimating churches, schools, and
homes. During the military counterattack,
Yusuf was captured and died while trying to
escape. After Yusuf’s death, Abubakar Shekau
became Boko Haram’s new leader.
In 2010, under Shekau, Boko Haram
committed a rash of bombings as well as
jailbreaks to free members. In 2011, Boko
Haram bombed several police stations as well
as the Nigerian United Nations headquarters.
This act of international violence brought
several nations into the fight against Boko
Haram, such as the United States. After the
UN bombing, the FBI was deployed and made
their presence known in Nigeria. The conflict
came to an even larger scale in 2012 when
members of Boko Haram staged a violent

rebellion that proceeded with little
governmental resistance.
The Boko Haram conflict escalated and
spread into 3 of Nigeria’s neighboring nations:
Niger, Chad, and Cameroon during 2013.
Boko Haram continued to escalate the conflict
and kidnapped 7 French tourists. They also
kidnapped 8 French citizens in Cameroon,
holding their victims for ransom both times.
Throughout the year 2013 over 130 villages
were attacked and held by Boko Haram.
The first incident in 2014 involving
Boko Haram was the Chibok schoolgirl
kidnapping. Boko Haram kidnapped 276
schoolgirls intending to sell them into slavery.
However, over 50 of them escaped. The rest
were in the custody of Boko Haram from April
to October. There was supposed to be a peace
agreement with the release of the girls
following in October. Shekau announced the
day after the supposed meeting that no such
event had taken place and that all the girls had
been forced into marriage. The marriages were
never confirmed and it was heavily suspected
that the announcement was a scheme by the
President to gain popularity for the upcoming
election that was to take place. Eventually,
Boko Haram released a few girls they were
holding captive, however, the return for the
girls was not graceful. Most girls faced
skepticism and rejection from their
communities due to the stigma around the
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CURRENT SITUATION (cont.)
actions imposed on them.
Cameroon was continuously hammered
with violence and refugees throughout 2014 as
well. In July, the deputy prime minister’s
village was attacked and several people were
killed, with several more injured. The deputy
prime minister’s wife was also abducted along
with another important Cameroonian family.
In October, the deputy prime minister’s wife
was released and the Cameroonian government
denied paying any ransom. Boko Haram took
control and held the town of Gwoza and used
it to increase their presence in areas around the
border. Between May and July, over 8,000
Nigerian refugees came to Cameroon. The
total number of refugees reached 180,000 by
the end of the year. During 2014, Boko Haram
made its largest expansions and held its
largest-ever total land.
A rg u a b l y, B o k o H a r a m ’s m o s t
aggressive years were 2015 and 2016. These
years saw an enormous increase in suicide
bombings led by Boko Haram. This was the
last period that Boko Haram was on the
offensive. Within the first 3 months of the
calendar year two major massacres, one in
Baga, after which many officers were courtmartialed for their lack of reaction, and one in
Fotokol, Chad, where over 80 civilians were
killed. During March, Shekau announced an
alliance he formed with ISIL, another radical
Islamic terrorist group. On March 24, 2015,
Boko Haram took 400 female hostages from
the Nigerian city Damasak. During the year

2015, there were over 1,000 deaths due to
Boko Haram in Nigeria alone, probably
thousands more including casualties from
Chad, Niger, and Cameroon.
January 2016 saw one of the most
horrific and terrifying crimes by Boko Haram:
a quadruple suicide bombing that killed over
30 people Bodo, Cameroon. However, the
group calmed down significantly during the
second quarter of the year, according to John
Hopkins University, “Boko Haram killed 244
people in the second quarter – the lowest
quarterly figure for five years.” Another blow
came to Boko Haram in August 2016, ISIL
announced that they had appointed a new
leader, Abu-Musab al-Barnawi. Shekau was
not pleased with this decision and vowed to
fight the new leader, making his allegiance to
former ISIL leader, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi. On
August 23, the Nigerian army launched an
aerial attack on a Boko Haram base. Among
those presumed dead was the leader of Boko
Haram, Abubakar Shekau.
Boko Haram focused on their fear
tactics in the opening months of 2017.
UNICEF reported 27 child suicide bombings
within the first quarter of the year. This was an
increase from the previous year's annual total
of 30. Throughout 2017, Boko Haram
continued to war with civilians and the newly
formed Civilian Joint Task Forces.
The year of 2018 brought continued
kidnappings, starting with another schoolgirl
kidnapping in March. One-hundred and ten
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CURRENT SITUATION (cont.)
girls were kidnapped from a school in Nigeria
and 5 were killed the same day. Nearly all of
the girls were released a month later after the
Nigerian government paid a large ransom for
their release. It became clear in 2018 that Boko
Haram was conserving their resources and
downsizing to focusing mostly on Nigeria.
During 2019, there were several, smaller-scale
attacks, one near the Nigerian army chief of
staff’s home, and another in Chad. There were
several more massacres, but none of the same
magnitude previously seen by Boko Haram. It
was suspected the group was taking time to
gain more resources and new members during
2018 and 2019.
Al Qaeda
In 2017, Stanford University’s Center
for International Security and Cooperation
recorded the first attack of Jama'at Nasr alIslam wal Muslimin (JNIM), a branch of Al
Qaeda. And in May of 2020, the BBC stated
that “Africa's Sahel becomes latest al-QaedaIS battleground”.5 In the past few years, Al
Qaeda has begun a consolidation effort to
bring terrorist groups from across the world
together and JNIM is one of many powerful
threats to democracy, stability, and peace in the
Sahel Region. JNIM aims to target French
forces who are stationed in Mali to keep peace,
the UN Stabilization Mission and other UN
peacekeeping efforts, and the local armies in
the Sahel region.5 JNIM joined forces and
pledged allegiance to Al-Qaeda when Al
Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM),

Al Mourabitoun, Ansar Dine and the
Macina Liberation Front (MLF) merged
together.
The mandate of JNIM and other AQIM
affiliates seems to be an attempted takeover of
land once previously one by French forces that
invaded Mali in 2013 in an attempt to drive out
Boko Haram and other VEOs. According to
Stanford’s CISAC, “many of the MLF fighters
in JNIM are members of the Fula, one of the
largest West African ethnic groups; militants
accordingly fought on the side of the Fulanis
in a conflict with the Bambara militia, who
were allegedly backed by the Malian army.”
The U.S. Counterterrorism initiative in the
Sahel
The United States counterterrorism
initiative has changed over time from
administration to administration. Currently,
under the Trump administration about “6,000
U.S. military personnel are deployed across
Africa...including 500 special operations
forces in Somalia and about 800 personnel in
West Africa.”6 The Trump administration has
begun to wind down personnel operations in
the Sahel region. Secretary of Defense Mark
Esper has called the situation like “mowing the
lawn” in order to keep “consistent pressure on
extremist groups [which] is needed to weaken
them.” A U.S. inspector general report for the
Pentagon, State Department and USAID in
December of 2019 stated that “in Burkina
Faso, Mali, and Western Niger, VEO violence
increased by 250 percent since 2018.”

4. https://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-52614579
5. https://cisac.fsi.stanford.edu/mappingmilitants/profiles/jamaat-nusrat-al-islam-wal-muslimeen#text_block_20326
6. https://www.voanews.com/africa/us-military-downgrades-efforts-against-extremists-sahel#:~:text=About%206%2C000%20U.S.
%20military%20personnel,800%20personnel%20in%20West%20Africa.
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CURRENT SITUATION (cont.)
Additionally, according to the same report,
“USAID reported that deteriorating security
and the increased number of internally
displaced persons in West Africa has caused
humanitarian organizations in Mali to
temporarily suspend programming and force
changes in the way programs are designed.”7 A
much bigger problem has emerged in Burkina
Faso where “USAFRICOM reported to the
DoD OIG that security in Burkina Faso is
deteriorating faster than anywhere else in the
Sahel. The Burkinabe military is
‘inexperienced, underequipped, and
undertrained,’ USAFRICOM said. As a result,
multiple VEOs are able to entrench
themselves among local populations where
state presence is lacking.”8

7. https://www.stateoig.gov/system/files/q1fy2020_leadig_ea_nw_africa_cto.pdf
8. Ibid
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III.
SUBTOPIC B:
FOREIGN RELATIONS
WITH SAHEL NATIONS
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CURRENT SITUATION (cont.)
III. Subtopic B: Foreign relations with
Sahel Nations
Nigeria
The United States partnership with
Nigeria is one that dates back to the 1960’s
when Nigeria first gained its independence.
Since then, the country has relied on the U.S.
for foreign aid and assistance in its fight
against health shortcomings, work towards
good governance, societal stability, and
economic growth.“Nigeria is the largest
economy and most populous country in Africa
with an estimated population of more than 190
million, which is expected to grow to 400
million by 2050 and become the third most
populous country in the world after China and
India. Nigeria had an estimated gross domestic
product of 375 billion USD in 2018.”9 In 2014,
U.S. forces were called in to assist Nigerian
forces with the Chibok schoolgirl kidnapping
by the terrorist organization, Boko Haram.10
Since then, the United States has maintained a
small troop population in Nigeria to coordinate
with French and local forces in neighboring
countries combat terrorism.

Mali
Much like Nigeria, the U.S. partnership
with Mali began in 1960 after gaining
independence from France. The U.S. does not
have expansive economic or trade ties with the
country and a lot of the work done by
American officials in the country are done in
order to bolster humanitarian and relief
systems. As “Mali remains near the bottom of
the Human Development Index, notably in
health and education. Mali continues to face
serious security challenges.”11 The United
States also has troops that have moved through
Malian territory and worked with Mali security
forces to root our terrorism along the border of
Mali, Nigeria, Burkina Faso, and Niger. The
U.S. does see Mali as an emerging market to
strengthen economic ties with in the future, but
as of now, has not taken any action to do so.

9. https://www.state.gov/u-s-relations-with-nigeria/#:~:text=U.S.%2DNIGERIA%20RELATIONS,republic%20between%201979%20and%201983.
10. https://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-32299943
11. https://www.state.gov/u-s-relations-with-mali/
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CURRENT SITUATION (cont.)
Niger
While USAID does not have an
established mission in Niger, the U.S. has key
military and humanitarian bases/locations in
the country. The United States operates several
military bases in Niger: Arlit and Agadez as
well as the Central Intelligence Agency
operates a drone base near Dirkou. In October
of 2017, United States Army Special Forces
came under attack from 50 ISIS-affiliated
soldiers. Staff Sgt. Bryan C. Black, Staff Sgt.
Jeremiah W. Johnson, Staff Sgt. Dustin M.
Wright and Sgt. La David T. Johnson were
killed. This was viewed as a significant
intelligence failure on behalf of the United
States and strengthened calls from some
politicians in the U.S. to withdraw troops from
Niger and the greater Sahel region.
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CURRENT SITUATION (cont.)
IV. Subtopic C: Economic relations in the
Sahel, particularly Nigeria
Economic Trends in the Sahel
Agriculture within the Sahel represents
the livelihood for the majority of the region
and often accounts for up to 45% of some
countries total GDP. Despite being one of the
largest economies in Africa, Nigeria, who only
saw 1.9% economic growth in 2018, still
remains dependent on unsustainable farming
methods that are based in cocoa, fruits, nuts,
tobacco, and seeds. With the region’s economy
dependent on only about three to four months
of rainfall per year, recurring droughts have
damaged agricultural production, leading to
severe malnutrition and loss of life. Rather, the
UN Environment Programme reports that over
“80% of the region’s land is degraded” and
that extreme weather events will increase in
severity and frequency.12 These regional
challenges have only been intensified by
political violence and instability, thus leading
to severe, widespread, economic disasters.
Trade Agreements
Nigeria sits as the largest country in
economy and population within Africa. In
2017, its Gross Domestic Product (GDP) was
worth $410 billion, an increase of roughly $35
billion from the previous year. The primary
benefactor to Niger’s GDP is the United
States, the country's largest foreign investor,
both in humanitarian aid and trade agreements.
In 2000, President Clinton signed into law the

African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA)
in attempts to “stimulate economic growth…
encourage economic integration...and to
facilitate sub-Saharan Africa’s integration into
the global economy.”13 Since the treaty’s
inception, Nigeria has been eligible for
preferential trade benefits, wherein the United
States grants advantageous tariffs to the
country. As a result, in 2017 trade totaled over
$9 billion, with U.S. exports ranging from
wheat to aircraft and machinery, whereas
Nigeria primarily relied on crude oil, cashew
nuts, and animal feed. Unfortunately, President
Donald Trump’s travel ban affecting four
African countries - Nigeria being one of them severely increased recent growth in the Sahel
region. Nigerian economist Nonso Obikili
hints at the impact of the new policy by stating
that “Being cut off from the largest economy
in the world systematically is problematic.”14
Regardless, however, President Trump remains
hostile to the continuation of trade and
humanitarian aid to Nigeria.
In large, however, the United States
still remains an avid trade partner in subsaharan Africa. In 2015 the U.S. Congress
extended the AGOA qualifying 39 African
Countries including 11 out of the 14 countries
within the Sahel region. For example, in Niger,
one of the poorest countries in the world, the
United States holds a bilateral investment
agreement and an investment framework with
the Economic Community of West Africa.
Though not confined to the Sahel Region, U.S.

12. https://www.un.org/africarenewal/magazine/december-2013/sahel-one-region-manycrises#:~:text=Fragile%20economies,central%20role%20in%20food%20security.
13. https://ustr.gov/issue-areas/trade-development/preference-programs/african-growth-and-opportunity-act-agoa
14. https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/02/world/africa/trump-travel-ban.html
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CURRENT SITUATION (cont.)
goods exported $15.9 billion to Sub-Saharan
countries in 2018, and imported more than
$25.1 million in the same year.
Humanitarian Funding
The bulk of U.S. humanitarian funding to West
Africa is directed to G5 Sahel. Established on
February 16th, 2014, G5 Sahel, comprising of
Burkina Faso, Chad, Mali, Mauritania, and
Niger, was formed to strengthen economic
development and security against existing
jihadist organizations within the Sahel region.
In 2015, the group expanded to include a
counter-terrorism, joint-force initiative
spearheaded by France. As a Result, the United
States unleashed an overwhelming show of
support in attempts to strengthen “military,
justice, and law enforcement capabilities of
[the] G5 partners.” Nearly $111 million was
contributed to the region in 2018, bolstering
the already $60 million pledged in 2017.15 In
2019 alone, the United States Agency for
International Development (USAID) provided
more than $130 million in humanitarian
assistance, in addition to funding for existing
programs such as the Voices for Peace
initiative.16
On January 26th, 2018, USAID
announced $89 million to Nigeria in
accordance with the goals outlined in the
Development Objectives Assistance
Agreement signed between the U.S. and
Nigerian government in 2015. The funding
targeted HIV/AIDS control, agricultural

productivity, economic growth, education,
governance, and water and sanitation
infrastructure. In fact, according to statistics
provided by USAID, the United States
continues to be the single largest humanitarian
donor to the region, with more than $808.5
million per a five-year assistance agreement in
2018. Though U.S. presence in the Sahel
region remains strong, incumbent President
Donald Trump has expressed his reservations
for the multi-billion dollar aid program. A
senior administration official stated that “for
all that we’re spending, we’re not getting
much out of it.” Therefore, it is plausible that
the Sahel region could receive decreased
American aid in the 2020 fiscal year. This
speculation can be confirmed by President
Trump’s plan to halt $1.5 billion USD to
Nigeria on June 22nd, 2020.

15. https://www.thedefensepost.com/2018/11/05/g5-sahel-us-assistance/
16. https://www.devex.com/news/usaid-expands-presence-in-sahel-as-instability-grows-96039
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POTENTIAL ACTIONS/SOLUTIONS
I. Subtopic A: Combatting African
Terrorism
The administration is divided between
career politicians and career State Department
and military officials on how to approach
counterterrorism in the region. Some view the
work done across the globe, in Afghanistan,
Iraq, and across the Sahel as ineffective and
costly while others say that the work currently
being done is helping to prevent attacks and
we owe it to nations less capable of defending
themselves. While President Donald Trump
campaigned on the policy of “America First,”
the administration’s response to less highprofile regions have largely been maintained
across administrations. Different actions
include troop deployment/removal, increasing
or decreasing military aid to American allies,
strengthening or rolling back American
interaction and participation with
intergovernmental military alliances,
strengthening or rolling back diplomatic talks
with countries in the region, and much more.
What’s clear is that the state of some of these
nations is deteriorating at lightning speed and
the status quo has not helped to save more
lives or prevent the spread of terrorism. It’s up
to this committee to decide whether this is a
U.S. affair or whether a new approach should
be taken that doesn’t heavily involve, or
doesn’t involve at all, the United States.

II. Subtopic B: Foreign relations with Sahel
Nations
Similar to Subtopic A but more in
relation to economic development, the Special
Envoy to the Sahel region from the United
States is tasked with developing economic
opportunities for the people of the Sahel rather
than building humanitarian aid systems which
previous administrations - Republian and
Democrat - have largely engaged in. It’s
important that the U.S. reevaluate its position
with some of its Sahel allies as its shifts
mandates in the Sahel. However, humanitarian
aid is an effective tool at addressing the shorter
term problems of man-made famines and
environmental degradation that has affected
the food and water supply across the region. It
seems as though the administration has opted
for more of a long term approach, trying to
build job opportunities for the people of the
Sahel rather than patching up the current
problems.
III. Subtopic C: Economic relations in the
Sahel, particularly Nigeria
The United States also must decide
how to address the issue of Nigeria and the
relationship with the Nigerian government.
While a strong relationship has been
maintained for years with the Nigerian
government, there have been occasions where
the Nigerian government has violated human
rights and neglected the lives of poorer, ethnic
minorities most especially during the rise of
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Boko Haram. The U.S. must decide what
course of action must be taken if Nigeria
continues to reoffend. While Nigeria is an
already economically stressed country,
sanctions are an effective countermeasure to
ensure countries comply. However, once
sanctions are imposed on a nation, they are
much harder to revoke if a government decides
to reverse or change course.
In addition, China’s Belt and Road
Initiative (BRI) has seen the country build
economic relations with African countries
quite quickly. It is not yet clear what China’s
goals are in building economic relations in
Africa. While the economic opportunities are
clear in young, developing markets, the
political goals of China have not been made
clear to the United States. Thus, the U.S. must
decide whether it plans to stand in the way of
China’s efforts without any real knowledge of
China's political goals or whether the U.S. will
let China freely develop economic ties with
countries it took little interest in a decade ago.
Alternatively, the U.S. can counter China’s
expanding economic ties with African
countries by building relationships of its own.
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GUIDING QUESTIONS
1. What resources does the US need to aid the Sahel Region and how can we provide them?
2. What can be done to combat VEOs in the Sahel Region?
3. How can the USA support the governments of nations within the Sahel Region in their efforts
to help their citizens?
4. How does COVID-19 affect the USA’s ability to provide humanitarian and governmental aid
to nations within the Sahel Region?
5. How can the USA support efforts to slow the spread of COVID-19?
6. What can be done to combat corruption in government and military in the Sahel Region?
7. How can the USA intervene without infringing on the sovereignty of the nations within the
region?
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Vice President - Mike Pence
Traditionally, the Vice President is tasked with two recognized responsibilities. The first, as the
President of the Senate and the second, to certify the tally of electoral college votes following a
Presidential election. Informally, however, the Vice President acts as pivotal advisor to the president,
makes public appearances on behalf of the administration, and meets with heads of states and
governments on diplomatic matters. With regards to the incumbent, Vice President Mike Pence’s
tenure is characterized best by his statement that he is first “...a Christian, a conservative, and a
Republican, in that order.” These strictures have dictated his hardlined, conservative position on
abortion, LGBTQ rights, healthcare, immigration, and foreign policy. Nonetheless, Pence’s close
proximity to President Trump gives him one of the most vocal opinions regarding the Sahel Region.

Secretary of State - Mike Pompeo
As the Secretary of State, Pompeo serves in an advisory capacity regarding matters of foreign and
diplomatic policy. In addition to that function, his responsibilities include the negotiation of treaties,
supervision of the Foreign Service, and the election of U.S. representatives. Under President
Trump’s administration, his notable contributions have been the growth of diplomatic relations
between North Korea and the United States, stronger ties with Israel, the condemnation of Iranian
influence in the Middle East, and the recognition of Juan Guaido as the legitimate president of
Venezuela. What withstands the time, is Pompeo’s loyalty and relationship with incumbent President
Donald Trump. Therefore, as the premier advisor for foreign and domestic affairs, Pompeo wields a
significant amount of power that can dramatically impact U.S. international policy.

Secretary of Treasury - Steven Mnuchin
Established by an Act of Congress in 1789, the Secretary of Treasury is first and foremost the
leading economic advisor for everything relating to domestic and international policy. As a result,
the secretary holds several positions, such as the Chairman Pro Tempore of the President’s Economic
Policy Council, Managing Trustee of the Social Security and Medicare Trust Fund, and as U.S.
governor of the International Monetary Fund - in addition to supplementary offices in state and
global economic organisations. Sworn in February 13th, 2017, Steven Mnuchin serves as the 77th
Secretary of the Treasury to President Donald Trump’s cabinet. Domestically, Mnuchin’s policies
have centered on tax reform for corporations and the middle class, in addition to support for privateorientated enterprise. Internationally, however, he has prioritized trade deals with individual
countries, as opposed to solely regional trade deals. Thus, as the Secretary of Treasury, Mnuchin
holds increased power to sway the economic support given to any regions or states.
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Secretary of Defense - Mark Esper
Tasked firstly, as a congressional advisor regarding U.S. Military spending, second as the head of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, and lastly, as a principal advisor to the president regarding domestic and
international defense policy, Honourable Mark Esper was sworn in on July 23rd, 2019 as the 27th
Defense Secretary to President Donald Trump. During his tenure, Esper has aimed to strengthen the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization, condemn Chinese coercion and intimidation, “ensure the
enduring defeat of ISIS”, strengthen diplomatic relations (as a means of further military
collaboration), and target Iran for its attempts to destabilize the Middle East. Therefore, as the U.S.
Secretary of Defense, Mark Esper has the ability to dramatically change overseas priorities and
either give or withdraw military aid.

Secretary of Education - Betsy DeVos
Confirmed by the Senate on February 7th, 2017, Betsy DeVos serves as the 11th U.S. Secretary of
Education to President Donald Trump. DeVos’ responsibilities are to ensure equal access to
education throughout the nation by removing educational barriers for students and teachers, and
providing tools that encourage academic success. Though not directly involved in the creation or
enforcement of international policy, DeVos’ experience with educational strategies and her proximity
to the president as a high-ranking cabinet member, perhaps places her in the best position to address
social and educational issues that prevail within destabilized regions.

Secretary of Agriculture - Sonny Perdue
The responsibilities of the U.S. Secretary of Agriculture are guided by the necessity to create jobs,
ensure the security of foods and fiber that will feed and clothe the world, remove barriers that
challenge farmers, ranchers, and producers, and to enforce strict safety standards laid out by
departments such as the USDA. Incumbent Secretary of Agriculture, Sonny Perdue, has extensive
experience with farming, agribusiness, and international affairs. His leadership and position of
authority is influential in determining the extent of aid and sustainable agricultural strategies, not
only domestically, but also internationally.
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Secretary of Commerce - Wilbur Ross
A pivotal member of any President’s cabinet, the Secretary of Commerce is tasked with the
responsibility of supporting domestic and international business, increasing job opportunities,
promoting foreign trade, implementing trade agreements, and supporting research and development
for all American industries. Incumbent Wilbur Ross, outlined his administration’s policy at his
confirmation hearing, January 18th, 2017. Ross stated that the Trump administration will prioritize
countries who are amiable and transparent as opposed to countries who attempt to destabilize or
menace global trade. Much like President Trump, Ross’ international policy centers on protecting
American interests before international ones. Regardless, his position as a high-ranking cabinet
member puts him at a great advantage for determining U.S. foreign policy and either providing or
withdrawing economic aid to a region.

Secretary of Health and Human Services - Alex Azar
Similar to other cabinet members, the U.S. Secretary of Health and Human Services, serves in an
advisory position to the President. Confirmed on January 24th, 2018, Alex Azar is responsible for the
protection of public health, the Food and Drug Administration, welfare policies (such as Medicaid
and Medicare), and the management of the Center for Disease Control (CDC). During his tenure, the
Department of Health and Human Services has attempted to reduce the rate of deaths from opioid
overdoses, end the HIV epidemic in America, and protect populations from infectious disease threats
such as Ebola, Influence, and measles. Though Azar is rarely involved in the creation of foreign
policy, both his expertise in health and the resources at his disposal, are irreplaceable in international
affairs that center on impoverished or underdeveloped regions.

Secretary of Energy - Dan Brouillete
Serving as the 15th U.S. Secretary of Energy, Dan Brouillete is charged with overseeing the national
nuclear weapons program, energy research and conservation, development of clean energy
technologies, and formulating domestic energy policy for the United States. Partially straying from
President Donald Trump’s environmental policy, Brouillette has suggested that the United States
become 100% reliant on renewable energy in an effort to minimize the carbon impact of fossil fuels.
Nonetheless, like his conservative party-members, he remains firm in his stance of innovation over
regulation. Although Brouillete is not directly involved in the creation of foreign policy, his
proximity to the president and his knowledge of affordable methods of energy, can prove useful to
regions that struggle to maintain adequate power and natural resources.
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(Acting) Secretary of Homeland Security - Chad Wolf
In charge of the third largest Department, the U.S. Secretary of Homeland Security is responsible for
protecting American people from terrorist threats, securing borders, defending national leaders, and
preventing biological and nuclear threats to the nation. In order to do this, the Department of
Homeland Security oversees several components including TSA, the Coast Guard, the Secret
Service, Customs and Border Protection, and the Immigration and Customs enforcement. Acting
Secretary, Mr. Chad Wolf has defended and preserved many of the policies, mainly relating to
immigration, of his predecessor and of President Trump's Administration. During his tenure as the
Chief of Staff to the former DHS Secretary, he worked to implement a “zero tolerance” policy that
led to the separation of several migrant families two years ago. Although his duties primarily relate
to domestic defense, developing terrorist organizations in the Middle East and Africa continue to
threaten American security at home and overseas.

Director of National Intelligence - John Ratcliffe
As the 9th Director of National Intelligence (DNI), Honorable John Ratcliffe serves as the head of
the national Intelligence Community. His responsibility as a principal advisor to the president and
several councils, are to utilize foreign and domestic intelligence to protect the U.S. and her interests
abroad. 17 agencies, including the five branches of the armed forces, fall under the DNI’s office.
Since his appointment, Ratcliffe has followed party lines by taking a strong stance against
immigration and against cooperation with foreign powers in the Middle East and Africa.
Nonetheless, he wields enormous power with both the intelligence community at his fingertips and
President Donald Trump’s ear.

Director of Central Intelligence - Gina Haspel
Much like the Director of National Intelligence (DNI), the Director of Central Intelligence represents
the senior intelligence officer to the President. Whereas the DNI oversees the entirety of the
intelligence community, the CIA director conctreates on running the intricacies of the national spy
agency. In doing so, the Director of Central Intelligence works to develop domestic and foreign
espionage policy. The incumbent, Gina Haspel is tasked with balancing the protection of domestic
and international assets. Therefore, she serves in a pivotal role to President Donald Trump, and is a
chief policy maker for any U.S. action overseas.
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White House Chief of Staff - Mark Meadows
In response to the rapid growth of Presidential responsibilities, the position of the White House
Chief of Staff was created to advise the president on issues, negotiate with Congress in order to
implement policy, supervise key White House Staff, and protect the interests of the president. The
incumbent, Honorable Mark Meadows, serves at the pleasure of President Donald Trump. Meadows
has been vocal against abortion, immigration, climate change, LGBTQ rights, healthcare, and a
myriad of other social policies. However, based on past examples, he is more moderate right of the
Republican Party and has the potential to break party lines more than his fellow members.
Nonetheless, both Meadow’s close proximity to the President, and his experience sitting on the
Committee on Foreign affairs in addition to the subcommittee on Africa, Global Human rights,
Global Health, the Middle East, and North Africa, place him in the best position to discuss
diplomatic relations with the White House Cabinet.

Trade Representative - Robert Lighthizer
Sworn in as the 18th Trade Representative, on May 15th, 2017, Robert E. Lighthizer is tasked with
the development of U.S. international trade and commodity policy, and oversees economic
negotiation with diplomatic partners. His anti-Chinese trade policies, use of high tariffs, and
promotion of domestic industries highlight his administration’s support for American manufacturers
and tough trade enforcement. Lighthizer’s position as trade representative is crucial in developing
foreign strategy and meeting or withdrawing aid to different regions.

(Acting) Director of the Office of Management and Budget - Russel Vought
Foundational in any government, the Director of Office of Management and Budget is responsible
for the development of a sustainable national budget, oversight of agency financial reports, and the
enforcement of Presidential economic policies and executive orders. Though not directly involved in
the creation of foreign policy, incumbent Director, Russel Vought, serves in a pivotal role as the chief
budgetary advisor to the president. His voice, whether discussing foreign or domestic financial aid,
is foremost to many of President Trump’s advisors.
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